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The Bechtle & Perspicuity partnership 
 

With Bechtle’s Licence & Solution experts and 
Perspicuity’s team of Cloud solution and technical 

consultants, you are in good hands. Our close 
partnership offers you a complete service that is 

designed to guide you on your Cloud Adoption journey 
and ensure you maximise business benefit from your 

Microsoft investments.

TEAMS GOVERNANCE WITH PERSPICUITY

With the rapid move to remote working there has been a massive move to digital tools 
which enable great collaboration. Key to this is the introduction of Microsoft Teams to an 
organisation where commonly meetings, chat conversations and document sharing takes 
place.

But the lifecycle of Teams following ‘Initiate’, ‘Active’ through to ‘Sunset’ is not being 
followed and this results in content growth along with disorganised and inconsistent 
information.

Why Teams Governance?

In partnership with Perspicuity, we will ensure you have a clear understanding of what 
is required during the engagement, for you to gain a good understanding of what Teams 
Governance entails. The lifecycle and adoption approach to ensuring you are successful 
whilst also covering the important security considerations.

We will assess your organisation’s attitude towards governance, your current governance 
posture, as well as work to understand what features you need configuring.

Review Governance controls

Improve Security

Support Innovation in Service

As the growth of new Apps and Services integrate with Teams, this package offers 
experiences and recommendations to make Teams ready for the future while ensuring the 
Governance and Security are all maintained.

At a Glance

Technologies
Microsoft Teams

Price
£2268 (ext VAT)

Get insights into the
latest developments 

in the Microsoft Cloud 
including actionable ad-
vice that’ll enable you to 
keep your organisation 
secure, productive and 

up-to-date

psp.fyi/m365update

Just beginning your Microsoft Teams journey? Already up and running and need help with scalability? Learn more about 
Perspicuity’s other services for Microsoft Teams or ‘Teams Governance’ by speaking to your account manager.


